
October 17th
Attendees: Don, Glen, Joanna, Dave R, Anton, Ben, Shebu, Matteo

Minutes:
- Glen back, but will be out Oct 31 - Nov 2; Nov 14th - 18th for various Customer visits
- Boards

- STM32MP15X-EVAL board still in progress from the Lab Team
- New board - TFC-327: Add ST STM32U5 Platform to Open CI
- ST is also sending over 3 of the ST boards - stm32l562e -   (Don - Ticket #

STG-3725)
- Arthur:

- TFC-334: TF-A job is keeping submit LAVA test jobs while the device is not
available - done

- TFC-275: TFC: Enable TF-A Chromebook LAVA test - resolving a networking
issue to test the completed patch for Lazor

- TFC-260: MBed TLS running slow on Open CI
- Awaiting feedback from Bence
- Windows node taking 12 hrs - may be a one off
- https://ci.trustedfirmware.org/blue/organizations/jenkins/mbed-tls-pr-he

ad/detail/PR-6385-head/24/pipeline/
- TFC-247: Mirror TF-M, TF-A, TS projects into GitHub

- This should include RMM, There is a repository there, and its empty
- Paul

- Ordering the 10 keys.  Will cost 1027 eur (Don told board 700 EUR).
- Working on soft launch to production
- Focus on the baseline, moving to many license issues with production.

- TFC-198 Deploy New licensing technology, user based licensing, for ARM compilers
- License expire Dec 31.

- New Issues
- TFC-338:  TF-M CI: stm32l562e-dk-03 wrongly skips BL2 test

- STG-3754 Ticket has been created for the Lab team to look at the
board.

- TFC-336: Mail lists for RMM - Assigned to Don
- TFC-337 Uploaded Models are not running in Open-CI - In progress

- Joanna - in the future; it would be good to be able to remove old models.  Need a
mechanism to do that.   Joanna to create a ticket.

- TFC-315 Hafnium/ACS test suite integration
- Moved to Approved and assigned to Paul.
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